
HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR DUST MOP
Dust Mop Attributes

Dust Pick-up
Dust pick up refers to the ability 
of a mop to remove dust and dirt 
from a surface. Synthetic and 
microfi ber mops have the highest 
degree of dust pick up. 

Launderability
Launderability is how many 
washing and drying cycles a dust 
mop can withstand before it 

performance. Synthetic, blended 
fi ber and microfi ber mops can 
be laundered more times, versus 
standard cotton mops, before 
they degrade.

Durability
The durability of a mop is a 
measure of how long it will 
perform before needing to 
be replaced. Synthetic and 
microfi ber mops are the most 
durable.

Dust Mop Construction Features

Yarn
Choose Cotton, Synthetic or 
a Hybrid Microfi ber/Synthetic. 
Cotton is economical, accepts 
dust treatment, and picks up 
large debris. Synthetic mops 
require no dust treatment, 
pick up and retain dust 
through static attraction, have 
excellent durability and good 
launderability. Hybrid yarns 
pick up and retain dust through 
static and tiny microfi bers, are 
long-lasting and durable, and 

Backing Design
Slot pocket backing allows 
quick, easy setup for standard 
or breakdown mop frames.

Ends 

cost and good dust pick up 
for general purpose dusting. 
Looped ends reduce tangling 
and fraying, have long durability 
vs. cut ends, and great 
launderability. 

  



DUST MOP SELECTION GUIDE
Use the summary chart below to help identify the best type of mop for your application.

Nassco® Pro Series Premium 
Dust Mop

(Made in the USA)

Nassco® Pro Series All-Purpose 
Dust Mop

(Made in the USA)

Nassco® Pro Series Economy 
Dust Mop

(Made in the USA)

Dust Mop Color  •
Color options help camoufl age 

mop soiling.

•
Color options help camoufl age 

mop soiling.

Material Microfi ber Synthetic Blend Cotton

Type 5" Width Looped End w/ Slot Pocket 5" Width Looped End w/ Slot Pocket 5" Width Cut End w/ Slot Pocket

Uses Great mop for general maintenance. Great mop for general maintenance. Environments where laundry 
facilities are not available.

Launderability* 100-300 times 24-40 times Non-launderable - 1 time use

Can be used 
with mop 
treatment

No Yes Yes

Fine Particle 
Pick-up

Very High High Medium

Heavy Debris 
Pick-up

Yes Yes Yes

GoodBest

* May vary with actual use and care

FrameClip-On

Dust Mop Handle/Frame


